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Geist Taps Oktoberfest Participants
By MELODY CRAWLEY
The sound of Oktoberfest music
brought
many
Longwood
students to Jarman Auditorium,
Thursday night when the 1980
Oktoberfest Geist Tapping was
held. The ceremony began as
thirteen Geist members dressed
as klowns ran through the aisles
of Jarman throwing candy to
those in the audience.
New Oktoberfest music was
presented on the organ by
Margarite Roller. The music was

written by tangwood alumni
John Hudson and presented to the
klowns last year. Slides from last
year's Oktoberfest were shown.
Nina Leffue and Mark Getz
were tapped as blue-and-white
light technicians. They will aid
both the Greens and the Reds
with their skits.
Tapped next were the ushers
and usherettes from each class.
They are chosen for their
participation in college activities
and spirit.

Representing the freshman
class are Georgia Staley of
Colonial Heights and John
Baumann of Laguna Beach, CA.
Carol Atkins and Beth Rowe
are the sophomore usherettes.
Carol, an Elementary Education
major from Flint Hill, is a
member of the Baptist Student
Union Tafara. Beth, who was
head colleague this year, is a
Medical Technology major from
Mechanicsville.
Junior Class usher and
usherette are Dallas Bradbury
and Brenda Coleman. Dallas,
from Chesterfield, is a member
of Alpha Chi Rho fraternity and is
the sports editor of The Rotunda.
Brenda, an English major from
South Hill, has been editor of The
Virginian and is a member of the
Judicial Board.
Anna Staley and Frank Creasy

were tapped as senior usherette
and usher. Anna, an Elementary
Education major from Colonial
Heights, is a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta social sorority.
Frank, a sociology major from
Winchester, is a member of the
I,ongwood Players.
Ross Conner, a sophomore
Psychology
major
from
Winchester, was tapped as
Mittenmeister. This meister is
chosen for his spirit and opens the
Midway on Saturday.
Chosen as Festmeister, Grace
Ann Rogers is a member of the
Junior Class. Grace, a Physical
Education major from Virginia
Beach, will be mistress ot ceremonies on Friday and Saturday
nights.
Representing the Senior Class
as Geistmeister, Linda Paschall
is an Elementary Education
major from Hanover. Linda is a

member of Alpha Sigma Tau
social sorority and the Student
Activity Fees Committee.
Twenty-one klowns were
chosen for their spirit and hard
work during try-outs. Geist Head
Klown
Tracey
Hormuth
announced the following as the
1980 Oktoberfest klowns: Sharon
Callahan, Carol Kilvington,
Sherry Will, Julie Jones, Margi
Carlin, Susie Donohoe, Donna
Ruggiers, Anne Dempsey, Valery
Maranjo, Vicki Nesbitt, Jo
Jacobs, Cheri Williams, Andrea
Summons, Jan Jennings, Kay
Schmidt, Tammy Lincks, Kathy
Hesse, Terry Oakley, Jan
Hamilton, Andrea Ruffin,
Jeanette Arnold, and Ellyn
Friedsain as alternate. Dr. Rita
Howe is the klown sponsor.
Oktoberfest weekend is
October 25 and 26.

Oktoberfest Rounds The Corner

Geist members dressed as klowns tapped the Oktoberfest
participants.
Photo by LUMM paicmii

Overcrowded Enrollment
By JODI KERSEY
Longwood's enrollment
procedure has been questioned
recently due to the fact of
continuous
over-crowdedness,
especially after the extensive
tripling of rooms last year. Gary
C. Groneweg, director of
Admissions and coordinator of
financial aid explains how this
predicament can arise. To begin
with, there is no actual deadline
for applications. Longwood
accepts applications on a rolling
admissions policy. Applications
are accepted for resident
students until the school is
considered filled to capacity. Day
students are accepted right up to
the registration date.
The reason there is possible
over-crowdedness is due to the
fact that this capacity level is
decided upon by speculation. The
admissions department has to
speculate how many students will
come back to I/)ngwood from the
previous year and how many
accepted freshmen will definitely
come. 'Realistically," said
Groneweg," it is physically

impossible to calculate these
percentages perfectly".
Furthermore, Groneweg stated
that the capacity quota has to be
calculated by January before the
next academic year has even
opened.
One area in which Longwood
differs from other colleges
continued Groneweg is that
"Longwood guarantees an
accepted student residency"
Students will not be told to find
alternate housing.
The major reason longwood is
having to make the adjustment of
overcrowdedness is because
more students have been
applying and then staying at
Longwood than has historically
been the case.
Usually, the
admission
capacity has been completed by
January. Last year, the quota
had been filled by November and
for next year, the quota was filled
by this past August. Since student
attendance is on the rise,
hopefully the capacity of students
accepted will be closely watched
to
deter
further
overcrowdedness.

By SUSAN BUTLIN
Can you feel it? It's beginning;
buzzing all around campus! The
excitement and anticipation,
enthusiasm and diligent work
mixed with fun to bring
together a very special week end
at Longwood. It's OKTOBERFEST!
By now, activities for
Oktoberfest are underway and
progress is moving right along.
For those who have participated
or have taken part in the
Oktoberfest activities before,
might not be real psyched for yet
another fall Oktoberfest. Yet this
year's activities have a few new
dimensions and for freshmen
Oktoberfest could be a very
impressive, colorful and fun
week end!
Although
the
official
Oktoberfest schedule has not
been posted,a few pre-planned
activities are almost sure to take
place. A quick run-down is as
follows; Sports events include a
blue & white basketball game
and a hockey game. The IAA
(Intramural Athletic Association, is planning a day
of fun also. Re-lay races, egg
tosses, water balloon fights, etc.
promise to be an eventful day.
There is the Midway parade
which will probably end in the
Lankford parking lot. Skits will
take place, cake cuttingwill occur
a beer garden (on the patio of the
new gym) will quench thirsts,
and Chi alumni members will
walk and sing on the Colonnade.
The student union will have a
showcase gallery in the red,
white and green rooms in
lankford as well as a hot-air
balloon attraction which is new.
Plenty of shows are also
underway, the choir concert is
scheduled for about 1:30 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 25, and a jazz band will
play during lunch which is also
new. The Catalina s will present

swimming abilities in Lancer's
Olympic size pool and the dance
company will present a few
numbers. During all of these
festivities or in the midst of them
the lancer Hall dedication will
take place at 11:00 a.m. Sat.,
Sept. 25.
Already, many students are
taking an active role in making
this year's Oktoberfest one of the
best. Sponsored by Geist,
Oktoberfest takes a lot of time
and effort! Your cooperation
would greatly be appreciated!
During Oktoberfest probably
the most exciting festivities are
the class color competitions.
Already mentioned is the IAA
events but what about skits?
What is all the fuss about winning
anyway? The class who wins any
event receives points and the
class with the most points win the
Oktoberfest cup. You have seen
the words red & white or green &

r

whites? Well, this is how each
class is divided; seniors and
sophomores are green and white
and juniors and freshmen are red
& whites. Skits are the highlights
of color competition and this
year's theme is "Joan of Arc."
Each skit will be given points by
a panel of judges and will last
approximately 20 minutes which
will have a variety of music and
dancing presented in each skit
Bill I^Warne who is head of the
skit division says. "I think this
year's skits are going to be a
whole lot better because we have
experienced people writing the
scripts, the plots are more
involved and clearly identified.
Having a definite theme helps!"
The scripts have been written
but musical arrangements are
(Continued on Page 8)

Press Conference
On Thursday afternoon at 12:45 p.m. the Gold Room will be
the location for the first press conference of the semester.
Submitted questions on differing topics are planned for
President Willett to discuss. After discussion of submitted
questions President Willett welcomes any questions or concerns
from the audience. The press conference allows students to
bring up subjects that are of concern to the student body and
overall college. The Student Government Association encourages those who are interested to attend.
Questions submitted by Iiegislative Board for the I
Conference are:
1. Would you briefly explain the situation with the Campus
School9 Is there anything students can do about it?
2. Can day students have a mailbox here on campus'.'
3. Why was the tree in front of I^ancer Hall cut down'
4. What is being done with French Pool?
5. What plans are being made in regard to future parking
areas? What plans are being made to accommodate cars during
special events at I-ancer Hall9
6. Would you please explain the administration's and the
campus police's role in the handling of narcotics on campus"
7. Has the new baseball field been completed? Are plans
being made for a softball field?
8. In which direction is I/mgwood headed as far a
creditation for the therapeutic recreation n
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Reading In The 1980's
By MELODY CRAWLEY
"Reading in the 1980's:
Reflection and Renewal" was the
theme for the ninth annual
Reading Institute, September 20.
The Reading Institute is
sponsored each year by the
Department of Education of
IiOngwood College at the John P.
Wynne Campus School.
Dr. Dorothy Strickland,
professor of Education at
Columbia University was the
Institute's morning speaker. Dr.
Srrickland emphasized the
positive in her talk on reading in
I960 saying that reading scores
have finally gone up.
She cautioned the teachers
present not to base their entire
curriculum on test scores.
Emphasizing that the main goal
of teachers should be to produce
life-long readers," she stressed
that reading is for enjoyment. To
back up her point, she quoted
statistics from an article entitled
'Not Tonight Dear, I'd like to
Read." This article lists a wife's

number one hobby as reading,
while her husband's is sex.
Dr. Strickland listed several
ideas throughout her lecture
which she termed "Strickland
Hopes." One was that there be
day to day classroom evaluation.
"While we see trends toward
growth, there is a tremendous
effort on improving skills,"
explained Dr. Strickland.
The second "Strickland Hope"
that she expressed was that there
not be any new innovations, "but
a tempering of what we've been
doing." Dr. Strickland lists the
emerging new trends of the 1980s
to include a fight against sexism
in literature books, behavioral
objectives,
and
criteria
reference.
"The biggest challenge of the
80's" according to Dr.
Strickland," is to rebuild public
confidence in public schools."
She challenged the teachers to
"reach out and touch" the public
with what they are doing. "You
need to help the public

Class Of 84:

Elects Spirited Officers
By BRENDA COLEMAN
What else would a spirited,
enthusiastic group of freshmen
do but elect a spirited,
enthusiastic president? Patricia
Boyle, known as Trisha, was
recently elected to that position
by her fellow Baby Reds and
she's ready to go to work for them
and the school.
Trisha has the basic plans that
any freshman president has. "I'd
like to unite the class and get
them to feel comfortable with
1/ongwood." This is where all
similarities cease, however.
Trisha has already made her own
individual mark.
"I want to make LC a part of
myself and to become involved in
the traditions. I want to meet
people, have fun, and make the
class a spirited one the entire
year! I don't expect miracles. I'll
need help because I can't do it all
by myself."
Trisha, a business education
major from Virginia Beach, will
be helped by her fellow officers.
The vice-president of the Class of
1984 is Tom Bailey, a business
administration major from
Richmond. Secretary Kim

PATRICIA BOYLE

understand."
Dr. Strickland used the Wynne
Campus School as an example of
building public confidence. "You
have a viable, very important
part of teacher training here
(Campus
School)."
She
encouraged the fight to transmit
the need for continuing the
practice school to the State.
She ended her talk by telling a
humorous account of the
departments of public education
from the state department to the
classroom teacher. "I've been in
the classroom, I know something
about the classroom."
The second general session of
the Instutute was held that
afternoon with Ms. Eileen Little
as speaker. Ms. Little is the
owner of
Little People
Publications and is the owner and
director of The Learning Center
in Coffeyville, Kansas.
Ms. Little entitled her talk,
"Now Is The Time." in which she
stressed that, "There has never
been such an opportunity as there
is today in education."
She told the teachers to learn
and profit from their mistakes.
She also told them to look back
and cherish the memories. "In
looking back let us learn; the only
way to learn is in seeing and
hearing."
The goal of the 1980'^ according
to Ms. Little should be to become
more selective in the utilization
of time. "Be selective," she
continued. "Schools were not
designed for the convenience of
teachers and educators." She
asked the teachers to remember
the three r's in making an
assignment:" reasonable task,
takes a reasonable amount of
time, and a reasonable amount of
effort."
Some of Ms. Little's key words
for teachers included enthusiasm, initiative, team
work, involvement, environment and expectation. She
concluded by saying "A teacher
should be genuinely concerned
for the child and those whom his
life comes in contact with."

Brodrick is a pre-medicine major
from
Mechanicsville and
treasurer Terri Gault came to LC
from Springfield and is majoring
in math-computer science. We
would like to officially welcome
By BETSY CLARK
the Class of 1984 and wish them
Phi Beta Lambda, the business
the very best in their four years fraternity on campus, is striving
ahead.
to gain the membership of all
business majors. As the only
business
organization
at
oy
Longwood, Phi Beta Lambda is
attempting through its many
activities this year to really bring
the Department of Business and
Economics closer to the students.
Some of the service projects
planned are: tutoring for
students needing help in a few of
the tougher business classes, a
typing pool made up of Phi Beta
lambda members who will be
available to type papers for any
student at Longwood, guest
speakers that will discuss many
current issues in the business
world today, field trips to
Richmond and hopefully,
Washington, D. C, to mention a
few. Social activities will also be
Has handy Thumb
planned after the club acquires
lot for easy access to credit cards,
all the new members for this
vmyl window pak for cards and
year.
photos. Also has an ID. window pocket plus a full
The first meeting for all
width deep bill compartment Makes an ideal gift to give
students interested in joining will
.ind n
,;e of handsome leathers and
be held on September 23 at 6:30
p.m. in room 210 Grainger. All
MARTIN
business majors are encouraged
to come and join so that Phi Beta
THE JEWELER
lambda can be a successful and
FARMVIUE VIRGINIA
active organization on campus.

New Members
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Sprague Lectures
ByJODIKERSEY
On September 16, Dr.
Rosemary Sprague, associate
professor of English, opened this
year's departmental seminar
series with a lecture entitled
"Victorian Poetic Drama: a
Romantic Legacy." Many
students and professors attended
this delightful lecture concerning
the Victorian poets and their
struggle to become poetic
dramatists.
Dr.
Sprague
explained how difficult it was for
the poets to write material which
would actually work in the theater.
The main problem with the
poets of this time was their
devotion to naturalism and
realism in contrast to the
people's devotion to complete
romance. Poets such as
Coleridge, Shelley and Byron had
initiated a break in the literary
standards by using freer

language and a return to nature
whereas the people wanted very
theatrical plays with complete
absence of any harsh reality.
Through outlining two plays
from this period, Civilization and
The Patrician's Daughter, Dr.
Sprague stressed the many basic
facets of romantic poetic drama
such as the sharp division
between right and wrong, the
perfect hero, the virtuous heroine
and the rewarding of virtue and
the punishment of vice.
One of the most shocking
directions for a Victorian play to
go would be the typical problem
of a higher society girl falling in
love with someone of lower
society or vice-versa for a man.
Dr. Sprague continued to
summarize the story of each
play, showing the "exalted bursts
of rhetoric" and verbal love
scenes with "chaste embraces"
until the awaited conclusion of
each of the five act tragedies.

Alpha Chi Rho
Goes National
By MARK KARL SEGAL
The Longwood Colony of Alpha
Chi Rho was instituted as a
chapter on September 13, 1980.
The festivities began on
September 12 at 6:30 p.m. with
the brothers and their dates
attending a cocktail party in their
honor. At 7:30 dinner was served
with invocations by the National
Representatives. After dinner
there was a small dance. On the
following day the brothers were
initiated and many parties
followed.
The president ot AXP at
longwood is Kenny Marcus.
Kenny was very excited after all

- OFFICE SUPPLIES

the hard work paid off and
commented, "This is something
we have been working on for two
years. Now it is a base we can
work from to establish a true
brotherhood of AXP at
Ix)ngwood."
The following weekend rush
began for the Crows and was
started with a party in the
Commonwealth Room. A good
turnout resulted and many
prospective pledges are in the
making.
With Alpha Chi Rho initiated
Longwood now has three
fraternities and two strong
colonies.

FARMVILLE. VA. 23901

- OFFICE MACHINES

, - OFFICE FURNITURE

For All Your Floral Needs

POCHETTE'S FLORIST
PHONE 392-4154

PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER
REPAIR
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Dalton Concert Success
By NEIL SAWYER
Lacy J. Dalton, one of the
newest and fastest rising stars of
the country music scene,
appeared September 17 to a
sparse crowd of country fans in
Jarman Auditorium. The event
was the first of the year's major
concerts to be presented on
campus. Aside from the obvious
absence of the masses due in part
to the pressures of the busy
"rush" week, the concert was a
great success, although most of
the audience was unfamiliar with
the artist or her material.
Dalton, who has been heralded
as the first country music sensation of the 1980's by more than

national publication, got her start
when she decided to drop out of
college to pursue a career by
singing in a southern California
based rock band. After making a
demo recording and presenting it
to the management at CBS
Records,
Dalton
was
immediately offered a contract.
Her first single, "Crazy Blue
Eyes," hit the charts and quickly
climbed to inside the top-twenty
in country music. As if that
wasn't good enough, her second
single, a heart-felt rendition of
Pee Wee King's "Tennessee
Waltz," is doing equally well on
the
charts.
The
latest
development is that the day

Spotlight Concert Stars
Gene Cotton
By SUSAN BUTLIN
Flash! September 23, Live,
from the Longwood College Gold
Room, it's Gene Cotton to
perform in this year's first
"Spotlight Concert." For those
who have never heard of a
"Spotlight Concert" you might be
interested to know that it is free
and because it is free, you might
think Gene Cotton must not be
anything special but listen to
this! This will be Cotton's fourth
performance here at Longwood
and he is one of the biggest acts in
the "spotlight concerts."
He has a single acoustic act and
is known on the billboard
charts for having a group of top
40 hits which include songs like:
"You're a Part of Me," "Before
My Heart Finds Out," "Billy the
Kid," etc. Ring any bells? Maybe
not, however, Cotton is known
throughout college campuses all
over the United States from
California to Kansas,
Wisconsin to South Carolina,
Illinois to Virginia and Tennessee
to Kentucky. In all college
reviews Cotton is credited with
giving an "excellent show." Even
the past performances here at
Longwood were impressive
enough that students wanted him
back.
Cotton attended Ohio State
University as political science
major but decided to make his
career in music. There are six

albums to his credit and Cotton
has made T.V. appearances
along with national tours, which
included a W2 year tour with
Olivia Newton John. He has
been the opening act for top name
bands like: Marshall Tucker, Wet
Willie, Charlie Daniel, Dr. Hook
and Anne Murray.
Many believe that his songs
convey a message or that his
lyrics are lyrics you can relate to.
Cotton says, "I consider myself
sort of a pop emissary from
Nashville to the west coast . . .
and I think there was time in
the 60's that I felt an obligation to
make a statement in most every
song." Therefore, Cotton's style
of music has a slower, more
mellow tempo, which has not only
given him critical acclaim but
enthusiastic audience responses!
Cotton stages his own shows
and has been in the music
business for 15 years, in which
much
of
Cotton's
own
philosophies on life are
intermingled with his songs.
From the promotional tributes
given to Cotton, he seems to be
like a down to earth guy and this
will be your chance to meet him.
Remember, 8:00 p.m. on
September 23, no need for money
or anything else. Just bring
yourself, listen to the words of a
song for a change and see why
Gene Cotton was the third top
new male vocalist!

SPRING BREAK - FLORIDA TRIP
SUN NEEDS TO KNOW BY OCTOBER 1
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE TRIP — APPROXIMATE COST $200
SIGN UP IN THE SUN OFFICE.

before
her
Longwood
appearance, Lacy Dalton was
named the top new female
vocalist with the top single from
the top album by Billboard
magazine's country music
reviewers. Because of her highpaced rise in the national limelight of country music, her
cost per appearance is going up
so steeply that her show at
Longwood will probably be one of
her last on the college circuit.
When Lacy and The Dalton
Gang took the stage it was
immediately apparent that the
group had played to small
gatherings before. Lacy Dalton
played the audience one on one
keeping constant eye contact and
dialogue with the crowd through
the entire set. The playing was
tight and Dalton's vocals were
gutsy and powerful. While
watching one couldn't help
thinking that this was a rare
chance to see such dynamic starto-be on a personal level.
Opening for Lacy Dalton were
Robin and Linda Williams, a
talented duo displaying a light
touch for country and a skill for
intricate guitar and vocal
harmonies.

Freshmen Have
Upper Hand
By SHELLY GLUSE
The Longwood Players are
excited in announcing that their
first production, Barefoot in the
Park, a comedy by Neil Simon, is
made up primarily of Freshmen.
Sherry Forbes, who portrays
Corrie Bratter, was extremely
active in high school productions
not only as an actress but as
assistant director and stage
manager in several productions.
For instance, Miss Forbes had
lead roles in such shows as
Essentials and Pick-n-Patches;
was assistant director and stage
manager for Meet Me in St. Louis
and Plaza Suite. Sherry was also
cast for character roles in Host to
a
Ghost,
Three
Fairy
Godmothers, Ark of Safety, and
The Stolen Prince. Sherry was in
Drama Club for four years,
Thespian Society for two years,
and District Forensics in which
she won first place in the
category of Girls' Poetry.
Jerry Dagenhart, portraying
Victor Velasco was also very
active in his high school days. He
played such roles as Horace
Bandergelder in Hello Dolly,
Pillinore in Camelot and the
Mayor in The Music Man. At the
Barn Dinner Theatre, Jerry
played Leonard Goose in Peter
Pan. At the Swift Creek Mill
(Continued on Page 8)

MUSICAL
FILM FESTIVAL
*

MIXER
POWER PLAY
D.D.H. - FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
l.C- $2.00 GUESTS $3.00
IDs REQUIRED

*

SUN.
SHALL WE DANCE
3:00 PM
AMERICAN IN PARIS . . 6:30 PM
MON.
SHOW BOAT
6.30 PM
SHALL WE DANCE
9:00 PM
TUES.
AMERICAN IN PARIS . .6:30 PM
SHOW BOAT
9:00 PM
liDfORO AUDITORIUM
$1.00 ADMISSION KM
OOUIll FEATUIE OR SIMGLI FEATURI

Knotooy Tom Stan lay

Open Mike Returns
By CAROLINE EMERY
and LINDA WHEELER
Once again the students at
Longwood were entertained by
another original "Open Mike"
sponsored by the Student Union.
As in the past, Ken Jones, Bill
LeWarne, and Duke Rollins
added their "cheerful, unique,
and diverse" sense of humor to
the evening, often times being
assisted by Mark Winecoff and
Ross Connor.
Bill, Duke, and Ken started off
the evening making a grand
entrance into the Gold Room — in
tuxedo jackets with white shorts.
Needless to say, the three of them
playing the piano in their
"attire" was a sight to behold.
The first act of the evening was
simply entitled, "Fred, Tom, and
Ken." They performed three
songs, one being an apparent
favorite of the audience's,
"Melissa," by Greg Allman. The
guys performed well. They gave
the new addition to the act, the
piano player, a chance to prove
his ability at the keyboard in
addition to their ability on the
guitar.
After the first act, a passionate
commercial advising the young
men in the audience to
recommend to their "lady
friends" to wear "Nothing," was
performed. Needless to say, it
raised quite a few eyebrows.
The next act, "Robert and
Anita" with the Commodores'
"Three Times a Lady" proved to
be one of the, if not the, best act of
the
evening.
Robert's
extraordinary voice and Anita's
excellence at the piano gave the
audience a heart warming,

duplicative performance of the
original song. They left the
audience in an awe-struck state.
During the next intermission,
the "Three Stooges" performed a
"Press Conference" involving
questions from the audience for
President Willett (Ken), Mr. Inge
(Bill), and Dr. Dalton (Duke).
The stereotyping was humorous.
David Gott was the next
performer in the spotlight. He
performed such songs as "Daisy
Jane," by America and John
Denver's
"Rhymes
and
Reasons." David's performance
was well received and gave to the
audience a peaceful feeling.
Bouncing out next came Mark
and Ross dressed as robbers,
followed by the "Caped Crusaders," Batman (Ken), and
Robin, the Boy Wonder (Duke).
But, as in some cases, Batman
and Robin finally met their
match.
Returning once again to the
"Open Mike" stage were
"Joanne, Sue, and Rene." "The
Rose" was performed first and
was well received by the
audience; their act lingered on to
include "Songbird," "Women in
the Moon," "Out Here on My
Own," and "All That Jazz."
"The Lost Cereal" Commercial
followed and reminded some of
us in the audience of "Mikey"
from the "Life Cereal"
commercial. There was only one
difference — Mikey didn't throw
milk!
Mark and Ross followed with a
medley of "their hits," which
included "Sailors for Sale or
Rent," "Budweiser," and "L-O(Continued on Page 8)
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Your Turn

-a
<

obviously wanted to do or they
Students, please write in and
wouldn't have run for the job in state what your feelings are on
the first place.) All I am asking this matter. Do you think this is
the student body is this: If a fair and just ???
person is already in one of the top
Signed,
positions in their class for
A puzzled and
Oktoberfest, does Geist have the
disappointed Blue and White
power to say "We want you in this
and Green and White
position and it doesn't matter if
you're already committed to your
class?"
CHI Congratulates
Is this fair to the classes who
voted for the person in the first
Admissions
place? Is it fair to the student
body as a whole? And most
importantly, is it fair to the
person who has been tapped,
especially if that person has
worked from the moment he or
she was elected. If they accept
the new position, they've put a
drawback into the class. If they
for a great group of
would, by some chance, attempt
Freshmen
to decline the decision made, they
would more than likely be
and
shunned and even outcast, not by
Transfers
their own class, but by Geist
themselves.

our pledge class does a
community service project. We
are now planning to help the
United Way, and the Wesley
Foundation in the near future.
This letter was not written just to
blow our own horn, but as an
invitation, an extension of many
helping hands. We are more than
a negative organization, we can
be a strong positive force. If you
or your organization need a
helping hand, contact us, the
Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Sincerely,
Brian Whetzel
Corresponding Secretary

Sophomores

I am writing to verify the
rumors that the Sophomore Class
president has resigned and ask
for your support in electing a new
president. This Wednesday there
will be a meeting at which the
election will be discussed. All
sophomores are asked to attend.
In the past, the number of
people running for office has not
warranted a good selection. You
cannot have a one person
election. The presidency is one
that requires a responsible
person who has the time, desire
and quality to lead. The Class of
'83 has several people that meet
this criteria. I ask now, if you are
Is Geist Fair?
one of these people please step
forward and accept this Dear Student Body;
responsibility. I also ask for all
In recent weeks, two tappings
sophomores to please vote.
have occurred on campus. These
John Todd are Geist and Octoberfest
tappings. Overall, the choices
made were good and I respect
SPE's Attributes
and admire the decisions made.
My major observation of these
If the administration had tappings is that another tradition
listened to George Ritchie speak has been broken.
In each tapping, and in both
last week, they would have heard
color
classes, people who were
that in the end the negative things
already
committed to various
done in life amount to zero, it is
the positive things accomplished, jobs concerning Oktoberfest were
"the good" that add up. We, the literally taken away by Geist,
brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon, either for their organization or
too, feel this way. Partly due to for Oktoberfest.
Yes, to be tapped into Geist, to
our own fault, only the negative
be
chosen an usher, meister, or
things are noticed, when we do
have a positive influence on this even a Klown is a great honor for
campus and community, it goes anyone and one which every
unrecognized. Each year at student should strive for.
But is it fair for Geist to step in
Thanksgiving we distribute boxes
of food to the needy families in and tell everyone that a person
the Farmville area. We also work must give up a job that their class
with, and contribute to the elected them to, to become a Blue
Muscular Dystrophy campaign, and White? Suppose the person
we actively participate in wants to stay green and white or
Oktoberfest, and each semester red and white (which they

A

Senior Spotlight
By BRENDA COLEMAN
Ask any LC student to name
one of the most bubbly seniors on
campus. Then ask that same
person who the current president
of Alpha Gam is. Last, but not
least, have the student name one
of the main forces behind
Longwood's BSU. Their answers
will be one in the same for all
three questions—Anna Staley.
Anna is an elementary
education major from Colonial
Heights. She is certifying in
kindergarten through grade 3,
explaining: "I really love kids. I
would like to help them start their
school years and make them like
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■Editor's Turn
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Dr. Dorothy Strickland of Columbia University told a story at the Reading
Institute that sums up a lot of today's problems. The story told of a group of
school children who wanted to put a swing in the school yard. Their idea was
picked up by the teachers and passed through the various channels of the
administration (principal, school board, state board, etc.) until finally the swing
was put up by the maintenance crew. Each channel had changed the original
idea that when the swing was put up it was quite impractical.
The same idea could be applied to many aspects of today. However, if we
look closely at our college's problem with the John P. Wynne Campus School, we
will see that the story applies directly to it.
The idea of an observation school to be used in teacher training is becoming
changed and complicated that one has to wonder about the situation.
The management study questioned its usefulness; The State Department of
Education has also questioned it. Students are beginning to wonder what is going
to happen to the school, and College committees continue to study the problem.
While all this fuss and worry is going on, students are still observing
teaching techniques at the school, and the primary and elementary age students
that attend the school are still receiving one of the best educations possible.
This should say something to state officials in the Education department and
Legislature. Even though they are still trying to figure out the Campus School's
usefulness, the College is producing some of the state's finest and best trained
teachers because of it.
Changing an original idea by those who have very little contact with it can
create something quite impractical... Does it have to happen?

school. So I thought I'd start at
the kindergarten level and get
them off on the right foot. I was
influenced to become a teacher
by my mother, who now still
teaches, and my father, who
formerly taught."
As mentioned before, Anna is
president of Alpha Gamma Delta
social sorority and has been
actively involved in the Baptist
Student Union since freshman
year. She has also served as a
student assistant and orientation
leader during Orientation and
has been involved in class
activities such as Oktoberfest.
She has also served on the Dining
Hall Committee.
"When I first came to
tangwood, I hated it here. My
first semester was horrible—I
was homesick a lot and since I
was so shy, I didn't have that
many friends. However, second
semester I became involved in
the BSU. That brought me out a
lot. I hadn't been involved in high
school at all because I was so shy.
But after I started joining
organizations here and becoming
more active, I really began
enjoying LC more. After that
terrible first semester, I was
ready to go home for good. But
after I became more involved
and active, I decided that I was
right for college after all."
The adverse reports that have
been coming out about Ix>ngwood
have not changed Anna's opinion
of the school. "I talked about
Ix)ngwood so much when I went
home that I literally convinced
my younger sister to come here.
She is enrolled here now as a
freshman."
Even though graduation is only
seven months away, it still
causes Anna to reflect on her
years
here.
"Attending
IiOngwood has given me a wider
perspective on people's ideals.
I'm going through those difficult
phases of wanting and not
wanting to graduate. However, I
feel that I'm prepared for
whatever happens. LC has given
me much more confidence than I
ever had before. I know that I
can't conquer the world, but I feel
like I can conquer a little piece of
it."

LvKfitf

ROTC Enrollment Increases
By TOM STANLEY
The Longwood ROTC program
has noted a significant increase
in enrollment this year, bringing
the total to 90 students. About 15
of these 90 students are in the
reserve or will serve four years'
active duty upon graduation,
while the remaining 75 are
interested military science
students.
Janice Johnson, David Sawyer,
and Jay Poole; three of
Longwood's ROTC cadets
attended the Army's Airborne
School at Fort Benning, Ga., this
summer. They are the first
Ixmgwood cadets to receive their

Army Paratrooper Wings,
considered a coveted award. The
Airborne school consisted of two
weeks of proper training in
aircraft exit and target landing;
and one week of actual jumping.
The paratrooper wings were
awarded upon completion of the
fifth jump.
Janice and David also
completed the seven-day Air
Assault School at Fort Campbell,
Ky. This included instruction in
the use of helicopters to support
military
operations
and
techniques used in rappelling
from helicopters. Completion of
this course earned them the
Army Air Assault badge.

Faculty Colloquium
Series Begins
From PUBLIC AFFAIRS
The first lecture in this year's
Faculty Colloquium Series at
Ixmgwood College will be a
discussion on the sociological
measurement of religiosity by
Dr. Jerry D. Cardwell.
The lecture, entitled "On
Living and Using One's Religion:
Intrinsic
and
Extrinsic
Orientations to Multidimensional
Religiosity," is scheduled for
Wednesday evening, September
24, at 7:30 in Wygal Auditorium.
The public is cordially invited to
attend.
Dr. Cardwell states that
religiosity is a difficult concept to
define, since it is composed of

Photo by Jody Gilbert

several dimensions, and has
therefore been difficult for
sociologists to research.
An important motivation for
the study of religiosity, he states,
is "the hope that it may be useful
in helping social and behavioral
scientists explain, understand,
and predict other types of human
behavior."
His presentation will assess the
present state of development in
scientific efforts to measure
religiosity and suggest some
current problems. He will also
report on his own recent research
which attempts "to develop
useful and sound procedures for
coming to grips with this
important facet of human
behavior."
Dr. Cardwell is associate
professor of sociology at
Longwood and chairman of the
college's department of sociology
and anthropology. He also directs
the department's Center for
Research on Religiosity. His new
book, The Social Context Of
Religiosity, was released on July
21.
He holds degrees from the
University of Alabama, the
University of Maine, and the
doctorate in sociology from the
University of Utah. His
professional memberships
include
the
American
Sociological Association, the
Society for the Scientific Study of
Religion, and the Religious
Research Association.

Teacher Examinations
Announced
Students completing teacner
preparation programs and
advanced degree candidates in
specific fields may take the
National Teacher Examinations
on any of three different test
dates in 1980-81. Educational
Testing Service, the nonprofit,
educational organization that
administers
this
testing
program, said today that the
tests will be given November 8,
1980, February 21, 1981, and June
20, 1981, at test centers
throughout the United States.
Results of the National Teacher
Examinations are considered by
many large school districts as
one of several factors in the
selection of new teachers and
used by several states for the
credentialling of teachers or
licensing
of
advanced
candidates. Some colleges
require all seniors preparing to
teach to take the examinations.
On each full day of testing,
registrants may take the

Common Examinations, which
measure their professional
preparation
and
general
educational background, and-or
an Area Examination that
measures their mastery of the
subject they expect to teach.
Prospective registrants should
contact the school districts in
which they seek employment,
state agencies in which they seek
certification or licensing, their
colleges, or the appropriate
educational association for
advice about which examinations
to take and when to take them.
The
NTE
Bulletin
of
Information contains a list of test
centers and general information
about the examinations, as well
as a registration form. Copies
may be obtained from college
placement officers, school
personnel departments, or
directly from National Teacher
Examinations,
Box
911,
Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey 08541.

Three other students attended
Cadet Troop Leadership Training
(CTLT). This three-week course
allows senior ROTC cadets to
visit and work with active Army
duty units. The purpose of the
program is to allow cadets an
insight into the types of jobs they
could expect if they chose active
duty after graduation.
Pat Carnes, one of the CTLT
students, worked as an assistant
platoon leader in a petroleum
operating company at Fort Lee,
Va. Byron Bracey worked in a
finance office at Ft. Stewart, Ga.,
while Beth Navin spent her
summer at Ft. Gordon, Ga.,
working at a communications
unit. All three received good
recommendations from their
supervisors for their summer
performance.
Janice Lembke, a senior
majoring in home economics,
was selected
as
Cadet
Commander of the Longwood
ROTC company. Janice was
selected for her demonstrated
scholastic and leadership ability
along with her performance at
ROTC Advanced Camp this
summer. Her responsibilities will
include all planning and
administration associated with
ROTC functions. Janice will be
assisted by executive officer,
Charles Reed, and first sergeant,
Larry Richardson.
On the agenda this semester
for military science students are
a number of events. These
include: rappelling at the
University of Richmond, Sept.
16; a backpacking trip in the
mountains of Virginia, Oct. 3-8;
an orientation trip to Ft. Lee, Oct.
31; and a field leadership
exercise at Ft. Pickett, Nov. 7-9.
Captain Stanford and Sergeant
First Class Tim Jordan are in the
process of trying to schedule a
canoe trip for October or
November. They are also tossing
around the idea of organizing an
elitist group of cadets that would
be known as "Rangers." These
cadets would represent the
pinnacle of success and face
many hurdles in achieving
recognition. Though these plans
are still not in the action stage
they could develop by next year.

Undecided?
Try Home Ec.
By CAROLE YVONNE KEY
Are you still "undecided" as to
what major to go into here at
Longwood? Why not look into the
department of Home Economics?
The fields that you can explore
are Fashion Merchandising,
Clothing & Textiles, Education,
Food & Nutrition, Interior
Design, Child Development and
others. The general education
requirements for the department
are English 100 and 101, History
121 or 122, Art 120, an English
Literature elective, Economics
202, Chemistry 101, Health 100,
and three P.E. classes. If you've
taken any or all of these courses
you could easily become a Home
Economics major. Now—most
people think "a Home Ec
major...all they have to do is
know how to cook and sew...easy
major!" WRONG! What it is is
challenging work and interesting
subjects. Although it sounds like
a sales pitch, home economics
will benefit you in more ways
than you'd ever know. It is
nothing
like
the high school courses you've
taken or heard of. It covers
everything from building your
own house to learning how to live
in it. Talk it over with your
advisor and give it a try.
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L to R Clockwise: Dr. John S. Peale, Dr. Robert G. Rogers, Dr.
James William Jordan, Dr. Carolyn M. Craft.

Foundation Sponsors
Symposium
By MELODY CRAWLEY
The
Longwood
College
Foundation, Inc. will sponsor a
symposium entitled "A Sense of
the Sacred," September 30, 6:30
p.m. in the Red, White, and
Green Rooms of I^ankford.
There will be imr lectures in
the symposium, each lasting
approximately 30 minutes.
Dr. John S. Peale will give the
first lecture entitled "The
Structure and Importance of
Religious Experience." Dr.
Peale is an associate professor of
Philosophy at Longwood.
The second speaker on the
agenda will be Dr. Robert G.

Rodgers. Dr. Rodgers, who is an
associate professor of Religion at
Hampden^Sydney College, will
speak on "Biblical Models for the
Divine-Human Encounter."
"Propagation of the Gods: The
Increase of the Sacred in a West
African Culture" will be
presented by Dr. James William
Jordan. Dr. Jordan is an
associate
professor
of
Anthropology at I/mgwood.
Dr. Carolyn M. Craft will be the
third lecturer. Dr. Craft's lecture
is entitled "Concept and Practice
in Some Forms of Hinduism and
Buddhism."
After the lectures, there will be
a panel discussion.

1980-81 Yearbook?
For the last six or seven years, meeting in the Reading Rooms of
the yearbook has been produced Lankford. All interested in
working on the 1980-81 yearbook
by very few people.
The 1979 yearbook will be are asked to attend.
The yearbook will continue
distributed November 1. Last
under
two conditions: 1) If
year's book was done by the two
students
complete the coupon
co-editors, Kim Lauterbach and
below
affirmatively
and 2) If
Brenda Coleman and a few other
enough
students
are
willing to
students, including Nancy Setzer
and Susan Watford. This annual work to produce it.
LB. Dent, advisor, states, "It is
promises to be one of the best;
not
fair to lay the load on the
however, a few people can not do
editors
and two or three other
all the work.
people.
It
has to be a school-wide
On Wednesday, September 24,
undertaking."
at 7:30 p.m., there will be a

YEARBOOK SURVEY
YES

1 believe Longwood should hove a Year Book
1 am planning to buy a Year Book
Approximate cost $14.00
Take to the S-UN Office or box in new Smoker.

NO

□ 1
□ j
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SPORTS....SPORTS....

LONGWOOD

Soccer Highlights
Home Slate

INVITATIONAL
FIELD HOCKEY
TOURNAMENT

From SPORTS INFO
FIRST DAY RESULTS
Appalochian St

1 0-1

Longwood

0 1-1

AS-Sherry Prestwood
LC-Chris Mayer
Clemson

0 0-0

Davis & Elkins
DSE^Norma

0 4-4
Wright

Sue

Lopriore Carol Kemmerle, Cindy
Stinger.
Appalachian St

0 0-0

Maryland
M-Gigi

Daley

2 1-3
Judy

Dougherty

(2).

Longwood's Lady Lancers played well and managed a 2-2 tie with
ACC Powerhouse Clemson Tigers.

Photo by Tom Stanley

Davis & Elkins

2 0-2

Longwood

0 0-0

D&E — Kemmerle, Stin jer
Clemson

0 1-1

Maryland

Longwood Invitational

1 01
C-Barbie Jonhson. M Dougherty.

Longwood's field hockey,
women's golf and soccer teams
face tough opposition on the road
this week as a Friday night
soccer contest with Greensboro
College headlines the home
sports schedule for Lancer
teams.
The Longwood booters, whose
record dropped to 2-2 with a 2-0
loss to Roanoke last Wednesday,
visit Division III power Averett
Tuesday afternoon, before
returning home to host
Greensboro's Hornets Friday
night at 7:00 on Her Field.
Wednesday's loss at Roanoke
left Longwood Coach Rich
Posipanko shaking his head in
disbelief. The Lancers had 34
shots to Roanoke's 24, yet came
out on the short end of the stick,
2-1.

"I don't know what we have to
do to score a goal," said the
perplexed coach. "Their goalie
Drake Van Decastle had a super
performance with 23 saves, but
we missed a lot of opportunities,
even a penalty kick."
Posipanko felt freshman Ed
Dikun (CROYDON, PA) played
particularly well on defense in
the loss to Roanoke. "Ed did an
outstanding job for us Wednesday
just as he had done in the Steve
Nelson Memorial Tournament,"
said the coach.
When the Lancers meet
Averett Tuesday they'll be facing
a team which romped to a 6-0
triumph in last year's meeting.
Posipanko is expecting a much
closer game this week, though
the Cougars will be favored.
Longwood defeated Greensboro,
Friday's opponent, 5-2 a year
ago.

SATURDAY S RESULTS

Tournament
By CINDY DROPESKI
The Longwood Invitational
field hockey tournament was
played
last
week
end.
I-ongwood's record for the week
end was 0-2-2; but if you were a
player or a fan, you could
definitely say a record means
nothing with the caliber of play
that was here last week end. The
young Ix>ngwood team matched
the skill and abilities of the other
teams.
At 10:00 a.m. Friday,
Ixingwood played Appalachian
State. Out of the twenty-one
players on the roster for
Appalachian, only four were
sophomores. Therefore,
I-ongwood was up against a team
that had probably been playing
together for three years,
longwood didn't seem worried
about Appalachian, they just
played their own game,
longwood dominated the second
half. The defense played a fine
game holding Appalachian to one
goal. The final score was 1-1.
The next game on Friday was
against the powerful Davis &
Elkins. Davis & Elkins claimed
the Midwest Division I title in
1979, needless to say the skill they
possessed. Longwood again
played a fine game. I xuigwood
worked together making short
• passes, marking on defense and
utilizing the space on the field.
Teri Davis, goalie, played an
aggressive game. Despite
Longwood's nice play, Davis &
Elkins defeated I,ongwood 2-0.
Saturday morning I-ongwood
faced the third place AiAW
National
champions,
the
Maryland Terapins. Both teams
played "nice" field hockey.
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Player Of The Week

From SPORTS INFO
Davis & Elkins
2 0-2
Sophomore Robin Andrews
D&E Sue Lopriore. Carol Kern
(Woodlawn) who led Longwood's
merle
women golfers to a third place
finish in the fourth annual
Davis & Elkins
1 0-1
Longwood Invitational
Maryland
2 0-2
Tournament
with a recordD&E Kemmerle
setting
performance,
has been
M-Watson, LeMire
named Longwood College Player
of the Week for the period
Maryland
1 1-2
September 5-19.
Longwood
0 0-0
Andrews carded an 80-75-74 MCeline Flynn, Judy Dougherty.
229 on the par-73 layout at
Clemson
0 2-2
Longwood golf course, beating by
Longwood
0 2-2
12 strokes the school record for
C Barbie Johnson
Sarah Richthree rounds she set last year in
mond.
the Lady Tar Heel Invitational at
L-Mory Milne. Nancy Johnson.
North Carolina. Robin's 78-78-85 241 was good for 13th at UNC last
fall, but her record-setting
showing at Longwood September
12-14 was good for seventh place
in a field of talented golfers from
Division I and II schools.
After the initial nine holes of
first round play, Andrew was
headed for anything but a recordsetting performance. Hurt by a
quadruple-bogey
nine on the parBy T.C.JONES IV
The Longwood Rugby side was 5 second hole, Robin had a 43 on
one for two in two matches this the front nine. She rebounded for
week end with U. of R. Longwood a 37 on the back nine and then
was one of four teams in an came home with fine scores of 75
afternoon of Rugby at U. of R. All and 74. Her final round score
of the four teams won one match helped Longwood set a new
and lost one. The "A" matches record team total for one round—
were won by W. of R. and United 309.
Rugby Club. The "B" of matches TWICE NAMED
Twice named Longwood
were won by Longwood and
Appalachian St.

0 0-0

Longwood

Rugby Splits

v.c.u.

PtRINI PIZZA
%t

1 01

Appalachian St.
C Carol Luce

Longwood played mostly a
defensive game and "the attack
(forward line and links) had
mostly break away plays."
Longwood was defeated 2-0 by the
highly skilled Terapins.
The last game Longwood
played was against the Clemson
Tigers. This game was a very
exciting one to watch because it
had a lot of action and tense
moments. At half time the score
was tied 0-0. Nancy Johnson
scored, then Clemson came back
with a score. Then Gemson's
goalie fouled while preventing a
goal which cause a penalty stroke
(a penalty stroke is usuallyawarded if the goalie commits an
infraction of the rules). Mary
Milne took the stroke for
Longwood. Mary had a crisp, fast
flick to the upper left hand corner
of the goal cage putting
Longwood ahead 2-1. With less
than five minutes to go in the
game, Clemson scored. The final
score was 2-2. The substitutes in
the second half were: Mary
Holup, Cherie Stevens, Karen
Kilmer, and Lorrie Garber. Some
key players in this game were:
Julie Dayton with a lot of hussle
and enthusiasm shown, Kim
Garber with nice stick work, and
Teri Davis with good goalie
clears. All the Longwood players
played an exceptional game.
If you attended these games
this week end, you could see that
a loss only means your opponents
scored more goals. It doesn't
show the hard work and
enthusiasm by the coach and
players.
This week Longwood plays
University of Virginia and Duke.
Good Luck Lady Lancers!

**>

Clemson

1
f

Longwood's "B" match was
played first. Due to a shortage of
players making the road trip the
same players had to play both
"A" and "B matches. Longwood
pulled out a late win with a three
point kick by Kurt Mueller. The
match ended minutes later with
Longwood winning 3-0.
Longwood' s " A " match started
twenty minutes after the "B"
match ended. A tired Longwood
Club met a fresh club from
U. of R. The match was very
defensive for both clubs with U.
of R. scoring nine points in the
first half. The match was
scoreless in the second half. The
final score was U. of R. 9 and L.C.
0.
Longwood's next match is Sept.
28 in Richmond with United
Rugby Club. The match will be
played at U. of R. near the ROTC
tower. The club is always ready
to accept new members.

College Player of the Week last
fall, Andrew won the VAIAW
State Open, finished second in
Individual play in the VAIAW
State Tournament and led
Longwood scoring in several
spring tournaments as well. The
graduate of Carroll County High
School was chosen for the
Virginia team in the VirginiaCarolina team matches over the
summer and fired a 78 to qualify
as second low medalist in the
Virginia State Amateur.
A member of the National
Honor Society in high school,
Andrews has been a Dean's list
student at Longwood.
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Volleyball And Tennis: A Slow Start
Both the women's volleyball
and tennis teams got their
seasons under way last week, but
unfortunately, it was a slow start
for them. The volleyball team
suffered two defeats at home and
one at Liberty Baptist, but Coach
Nanette Fisher is confident that
the team is improving and the
record will soon reflect it. Phyllis
Harriss' tennis team also fell at
the hands of Randolph-Macon in
a match played at Longwood.
In a tri-match with Louisburg
College and James Madison
University, Longwood was left
winless. JMU took its match in
two straight games by the score

of 15-7 and 15-10. The I^dy
Lancers gave Louisburg a
tougher
match,
leading
throughout both games until the
final points when Louisburg
battled ahead to win 15-13,15-13.
The team also traveled to Liberty
Baptist where it was defeated 1511, 15-11, and 15-8.
Despite Longwood's
disappointing start, Coach Fisher
is optimistic about the rest of the
season. The team has been
practicing extra hours to
improve its weaker points and
develop a stronger team unit.
Coach Fisher will have a
chance to see how much

Sports Profile
By MARK KARL SEGAL
Lady Netters took it on the teeth from Randolph Macon; but hope I seldom meet two such
to come home triumphant from JMU on the 26th. Photo by Torn staniey
individualized personalities as
John "Turk" Crosby and Coach
Bolding in the same day. I spoke
with John only some 20 minutes
WOMEN'S TENNIS SCHEDULE
yet was so enthused by his sense
TIME
PL
DATE
COLLEGE
of even-keeled effervescence, if
MARY WASHINGTON
A
3:00
SEPT 23
such a trait exists, and his ability
A
JAMES MADISON
3:00
26
to entertwine his baseball
MARY BALDWIN
A
2:00
29
abilities, goals, academics and
H
3:30
LYNCHBURG
30
personal life into a hard core knot
that Coach Bolding would explain
2:00
H
SOUTHERN SEMINARY
OCT. 2
as, "A true gift of manhood to
2.00
A
17
RWMC
Longwood College."
2:00
H
HOLLINS
Meeting such an individual as
21
A
230
24
VCU
Turk, and for me to keep in mind
2:00
H
SWEETBRIAR
I am writing a sports article with
28
2:00
A
CHRISTOPHER NEWPORT
limited space; it is hard for me
31
but to interject my personal
philosophy of obtaining goals into
this work. Please forgive me if I
get out of hand. So for the purpose
of entertaining sports buffs let
me give you the straight facts
By REBECCA WILLIAMS
Olympics; An Adapted Aquatics about Turk first.
The first meeting of the Workshop;
Turk is John Crosby. John
a
"Special"
Therapeutic Recreation Oktoberfest booth; Little brother stands only 5' 11" and weighs but
Organization was held Tuesday sister skits; Working with the a mere 165 pounds, but at this
September 16 in the Virginia Muscular Dystrophy point according to sports
Room. The luncheon was opened Superdance; and a wheelchair enthusiasts such as a certain ACC
by president Deborah Harrison. basketball game.
coach . . . "He can run the bases
She
discussed how the
TRO is an organization for better than any college ball
organization was formed to future
professionals
and player today." At 22 years of age
promote and develop an interest demands
participation, Turk is a senior and a business
and
understanding
of enthusiasm, and dedication. So major from Richmond, Va. He
Therapeutic Recreation within all Therapeutic Recreation graduated third in his class at
the college, community, and Majors, it's time to get involved. Armstrong High School, also the
state.
You'll be helping yourself as well Senior Gass President and a
Plans for this years club as helping others. The next member of the National Honor
include: Planning the Prince meeting will be held on Tuesday, Society. There he played football
Edward
County
Special October 14.
(lettering 3 years), and lettered
for four years in baseball.
Longwood received Turk in
January of 1979. Last season he
batted .375 (second on team)
while playing centerfield. He lead
the nation (Division III) in stolen
bases both seasons here, and last
season broke an all time college
record of bases stolen per game
(2.14) in all college divisions. If
that's not enough he was a
candidate for Academic All
American with a 3.20 cumulative
average, and in the same breath
let me add that in his junior year
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was looked at by scouts from
such teams as the Houston Astros
and Los Angeles Dodgers. All of
these accomplishments for Turk
are neatly stored in some large
cavern of his brain with the rest
that will come, and are taken in
stride. You see, "When Turk
came to play college ball for
Longwood," Coach Bolding said
"Turk was not a superior athlete
nor appeared to possess any
outstanding athletic qualities, but
John is so goal oriented he has
proved not only athletically his
leadership on the field, but
academically
and
wholeheartedly off the field."
I asked Turk what his outlook
was for the team this season, he
first explained the team was 4
and 3. "We look good on paper,"
he said, "but everybody has to
play up to his own personal
capabilities, and then we can
have a successful team. We have
many division one teams to play
and I am sure we can stand up to
them."
Off the diamond Turk works
hard on academics which
according to him come first. Last
year he was commended by Chi
for academic excellence. He also
enjoys using his tenor voice
abilities to sing in the Longwood
Gospel Choir, and has recently
formed his own group for
harmonizing which he calls The
Streetcorner Symphony. While he
is not singing, studying or playing
baseball he likes to "just listen to
music."
Turk is so goal oriented yet
practices no cut-throat ethics in
his quest to obtaining the sky.
After college he would consider
playing ball a few years if he got
a good offer. His real heart lies in
becoming a Finance Executive
and being a family man. "I want
to have a wife and kids"
confessed Turk with a sigh of
domesticated relaxation one can
easily detect in the heart of any
man with a genuinely pure
personality.
My longest conversation in my
interview was with Coach
Bolding. He had so much to say
about John Crosby's abilities and
contributions as a human being.
We spoke not only of John but of
ourselves and whatever we could
philosophize about real human
qualities. What stuck in my mind
most was something about Turk.
"Turk has been a real inspiration
to his teammates, even at the
college level. Turk uses no
artificial crutches in his life other
than his own personality. He is an
excellent example of what a
Longwood athlete, leader and
man should be. He challenges
himself in all aspects of life... he
is a purely rounded individual
and only by working at it very
hard, and what really counts in
life is that he succeeds."

improvement the girls have
made when Randolph-Macon
Women's College travels to
Ix>ngwood on Tuesday.
Longwood suffered its first
defeat ever to Randolph-Macon
in a tough match played at home
last Friday. The top three seeds
for the l,ady I-ancers dropped
sets to the superior RandolphMacon netters.
Only one of the top six seeds
managed to emerge victorious in
the singles competition. In a hard
fought match, Kim Diehl
(ORANGE) - No. 4 seed defeated Valerie Hani 6-3, 1-6,
and 6-3. In an exhibition match,
Cheryl Fitts (RICHMOND) defeated her Randolph-Macon foe 46, 7-6, 6-3.
In the doubles competition,
Longwood won two of the three
matches. Kim Diehl and Nancy
Leidenheimer
(McLEAN)
teamed up to defeat Cindy
Denton and Jan Moore 7-5 and 62. Also winning their match was
Linda Witt (LORTON) and
Stacie Southwick (STONY
BROOK, NY) who defeated
Donna White and Sheron Ewry 64 and 6-4.

IAA
By PAM UPDIKE
Cox Team I are the champs of
Men's Flag Football. They
defeated the Sigma Phi Epsilon
Keggers, 36-14. The members of
the winning team are; Mike
Mercil, Doug Curry, Bill Novak,
Ron Saunders, Rob Zirpoli, Scott
Cunningham, Bob Hulsey, RandyJohnson, Dave Weaver, John
Crosby, and Jeff White. Each
team member received an IAA
tee shirt.
This year there has been a
sufficient
increase
in
participants in both Men's and
Women's tennis singles. The
Men's Division is so large that the
IAA has had to break the
participants into two brackets.
Last year only ten people
entered, compared to the twentyfour entrants this year. In
women's Tennis there are
fourteen participants, which is a
considerable increase over the
six last year.
In Men's Tennis Singles, the top
four in the winner's bracket are:
Earl Witcher, Mike tewis, John
Todd, and Bill Novak. In the
Women's Division, the top four
tennis singles in the winners
bracket are: Beth Waddell,
Sharon Payne, Lisa Barnes, and
Cheryl Moore.
Anyone interested in plaving
informal Soccer should watch the
Daily Bulletin for times. The
participation in this will
determine whether or not there
will be an official IAA soccer
program next year.
Track and Field will begin on
September 25. The meet will
begin at 4:30 and last until 6:00 on
Her Field. There will be three
major events: Throws, which
consists of, discus, javelin, and
shot put; Running, which consists
of the 60 yd. dash, the 440 run and
the mile; and Jumps which
consist of the Ix>ng Jump, High
Jump and the Triple Jump.
There will be a practice for all
participants in both divisions
today from 4:30-6:00 on Her
Field. All Track and Field
entrants are encouraged to
attend.
Members of the IAA and
interested people are reminded of
the meeting, Thursday at 7:30 in
the IAA room in Ijuikford.
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Tuesday, September 23,1980
was ill!
The final touch of the show was
the command performance of the
increasingly popular campus
group
"Street
Corner
interested contact any member Symphony." The performance of
in Geist. Get involved but most old favorites, such as "All
important have a good time! Aboard" and "Sometimes in
Oktoberfest, October 24-26 Your Life," reestablished the
promises to be a lot of fun but one members' ability of versatility,
can only get out of something depth, and excellence in their
what one puts into something. So voices. It was a beautiful way to
come on out and join in the end the evening.
activities and plans. As time ticks
away more coverage of the
Freshmen
Oktoberfest scene will be
updated.
(Continued from Page 3)

Oktoberfest
I Continued from Page 1)
still being worked on. Try-outs
for the skits are September 24
and 25. Take this into account!
Nobody will be refused a part!
There are major roles and not
everyone can have a leading part
but you will not be turned down if
you try out! Sept. 24 from 7-9:00
p.m. are green and white tryout.1-, from 9-11:00 p.m. are red
and white try-outs. Sept. 25 is iust
the opposite: from 7-9 p.m. and
reds and whites trv out and from
9-11 p.m. the tfreen and whites
try out.
Sets are being built in the
basement of Main Cunningham
for the reds and in the Wheeler
»?e for the greens. Sounds
like everything is going
smoothly, however, Geist still
needs people to get involved! The
skii committee needs people for
the dance, set, music, stage,
make-up,
costume
and
construction divisions. If you are

Open Mike
Continued from Page 3i
V-E." The main event of the act
came when Mark came out with a
pie "intended" for Ross but
ended up on a female's head.
Another returning act was the
inevitable "Mr. Bill Show," only
Mr. Bill was sick and was
replaced by Mr. Willie. Mr. Willie
was tortured through falling
trees, blocks of wood, rum
bottles, and fire. He was finally
mutilated. No wonder Mr. Bill

the part of the Delivery Man.
These four very talented
Freshmen will work with
seasoned actors, Frank Creasy,
portraying Paul Bratter, and
Mark Winecoff as the Telephone
Man.
The
Longwood
Players
congratulate these actors and
actresses on the fine job they
have done so far. Please come
see the production opening on
October 15 playing through
October 18.

Playhouse he portrayed Senor
Sanchez in Cactus Flower. Jerry
was voted Most Outstanding
Drama Student in his Junior and
Senior year.
Myra Pierson, playing Corrie's
mother, Mrs. Banks, is not a
Drama major, as are Sherry and
Jerry, but an English major. In
high school she had the lead role,
Adelaide, in Guys and Dolls.
David Wood, a transfer History
and Political Science major, has
never done any acting before
coming to Longwood but will play

6,000 WATS WE HELP
STUDENTS
GO TO COLLEGE.
Army ROTC has more
than 6.000 four-, throe-, and
two-year scholarships in effect
at any given time. And, each
year, hundreds are available
for which your students can
compete
Scholarships cover tuition, books, and lab tecs
and pay students a living
allowance of up to $1000 for
academic year the
scholarships are in effect.
ir four-year scholarships may be used at 276colleges and universities across
the country. Three- and twoyear scholarships may be used
at more than 500 additional
institutions. Schools where

students can earn both a commission and .1 college degree.
So it you d like to see
more oi your students headed
tor college, show them the
way Army ROTC.
For more information,
write: Army ROTC, Box 7000
Larchmont,NY 10538.

ARMY ROTC,

House Of
Beauty
100 High St., Formville, 392 4460
Welcomes...Cathy Thorton from
Altavista. Vo. Specializing in the
latest precision cuts for blow and
go. Shed like to build her clientele...find out how to get a free
haircut.

It works!
Since 1974, the year the
55MPH speed limit began, it's been the biggest
factor in reducing highway deaths, by more
than 36.000.
A Put
sing Council
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CARTER'S FLOWER SHOP
711 W 3RD. ST.
FARMVILLE. VA
392 3151
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION: CALL
CPT. ROGER McHENRY
CPT. TOM STANFORD
SFC. TIMOTHY JORDAN

AT 392-9259
or 392-9348
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